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Executive summary
The current European Regulation for airport slot allocation, which retains and develops the principles of the
IATA slot allocation process, has been proven insufficient to cope with the gap between capacity and traffic,
and there is evidence that the design of the current process is neither consistent with an economically
efficient use of capacity nor with the facilitation of fair competition at congested airports. Both issues are
acknowledged by the European Commission in the proposal for a new slot regulation included in the Airport
package adopted on 1st December 2011. Market-based mechanisms are expected to provide the right
economic incentives to favour a more efficient use of the available capacity, as well as higher flexibility for
airlines to adapt their slot portfolio to their business objectives and planning constraints; but market
mechanisms also imply a number of risks, ranging from the potentially negative impact on airline operating
costs and the resulting network effects, to market imperfections, exercise of market power, or market
failures. Moreover, the effects of a specific mechanism can vary depending on the implementation details.
There is therefore a need for a comprehensive assessment of the impact of different market designs on
network performance and on ATM stakeholders.
ACCESS (Application of Agent-Based Computational Economics to Strategic Slot Allocation) is a research
project within SESAR WPE Long Term and Innovative Research which addresses the problem of airport slot
allocation from the perspective of complex adaptive systems. Due to the complexity of the combinatorial
assignment problems underlying primary slot auctioning and secondary slot trading, agent-based
computational economics provides a particularly suitable framework to undertake a rigorous and formal
study of different alternatives for market design, allowing the modelling and exploration of features — such
as bounded rationality, evolutionary behaviour or asymmetry of information — that are not properly
captured by classical approaches from economics and operations research.
The project pursues the following objectives:


perform a quantitative analysis of the improvement margin of the current airport slot allocation
system;



review different market-based mechanisms used in other sectors, and analyse whether they could be
suitable to tackle the problem of strategic airport capacity allocation;



formalise the mechanisms retained as a result of the previous analysis;



develop a theoretical framework for the evaluation of slot allocation mechanisms, with the aim to
assess their impact on network performance and the costs and benefits for the involved stakeholders;



develop a software tool implementing the theoretical framework and allowing the testing of the
proposed market-based mechanisms. The tool will encompass a simulation model and a data analysis
module allowing the interaction with the simulation results and facilitating their interpretation;



provide an assessment of the proposed market-based mechanisms at European level, identifying the
main levers and barriers for their implementation;



propose a roadmap for the implementation of the most beneficial solutions.
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In addition to developing new modelling approaches which are expected to deliver its full potential in the
medium-to-long term, ACCESS will feed the SESAR mainstream programme and the European Slot
Regulation with valuable results in the short term. The lack of consistency between slots and flight plans is
one of the main reasons for air traffic delay at the busiest European airports. ACCESS will model the
influence of airport slot allocation on the performance indicators defined by the Single European Sky and
SESAR, looking at strategic airport capacity allocation in the context of the European network. The departure
and arrival slots at coordinated airports constitute an early definition of the 4D trajectory, determining the
solution space for the subsequent trajectory negotiation: improving the consistency between airport slots
and flight plans is thus a key condition to meet the strategic SESAR objective of achieving a full integration of
airports into the ATM network.
The ACCESS Consortium is composed by Nommon (Project Coordinator), ALG-Europraxis, the Social Systems
Engineering Centre (INSISOC) of the University of Valladolid, and the University of Trieste.
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1. The problem of airport slot allocation
1.1 Managing airport congestion
The continuous growth in air transport along the last decades has put increased pressure on airport capacity.
According to the long-term forecast produced by EUROCONTROL in December 2010 [EUR10], taking into
account currently planned infrastructure, 5%-19% of the demand for air transport (0.7-5.0 million flights) will
not be accommodated in 2030 due to a shortage of capacity at European airports. Although the long-term
forecast prepared in 2010 will be updated downwards by about 6% (or equivalently back by 2 years) in the
most likely scenario due to the recent economic and traffic downturn [EUR12], there is a general consensus
that airport congestion is one of the key challenges facing European aviation, as acknowledged by the
European Commission in several recent communications [Com11a, Com11b].
Congestion imposes large costs on airlines and passengers [Bal10, Coo10]. The construction of new airports
or new runways has a look-ahead time of 5 to 10 years, and it can often be complicated or even impossible,
due to cost, environmental impact, land availability, or political reasons. Consequently, improvements in the
management of capacity and demand have lately been the subject of much attention. The approaches to
congestion management can be classified according to their time horizon. Strategic planning includes
measures with a planning horizon of 6 months to 2 years, which can vary from strategic flow management
actions (e.g., routing schemes), to demand management policies for the assignment of airport resources.
The latter can be either purely administrative, as it is the case for the strategic assignment of airport slots;
purely economic, such as congestion pricing; or hybrid [Mad06]. Medium-term and pre-tactical planning
include measures such as the seasonal Network plan elaborated in front of a new season with pre-defined
demand and capacity scenarios. Finally, tactical adjustments are short term solutions adopted on the day of
the flight, essentially through ground holdings (i.e., delays imposed by ATFM slot) and re-routings. A detailed
overview of the different congestion mitigation mechanisms developed by the air transport industry can be
found in [Bar12].

1.2 Demand management policies
The ACCESS project will focus on demand management policies for the allocation of airport resources. Even
though several studies carried out along the last decade have shown that administrative slot controls lead to
inefficiencies by hindering competition and creating entry barriers [Dot01, NER04], slot control and schedule
coordination have been so far the dominant approach in Europe. The European Commission’s 2011 White
Paper on Transport [Com11a] acknowledged the need to revise the Slot Regulation to favour more efficient
use of airport capacity, opening the door to the introduction of market-based mechanisms. A comprehensive
assessment of such mechanisms should help develop a better understanding of the economic value of each
slot, evaluate the effect of different possible market designs on network performance, and analyse the
potential impact on competition and competitiveness of operators.
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2. The need for an improved slot allocation system
2.1 The current slot allocation system
The IATA slot allocation process [IAT12] is the access control mechanism employed by most of the busiest
airports in the world outside the US. For EU airports, slot allocation is regulated by Regulation 95/93 [Cou93]
and its respective amendments [Eur02, Eur03, Eur04, Eur09], which retain and develop the principles of the
IATA system. Within the framework of this Regulation, each Member State conducts a capacity assessment
in each airport of its jurisdiction. If there is a significant capacity shortfall, the Member State may designate
an airport as ‘‘coordinated’’, i.e., “an airport where, in order to land or take off, it is necessary for an air
carrier or any other aircraft operator to have been allocated a slot by a coordinator, with the exception of
State flights, emergency landings and humanitarian flights”. A slot is ‘‘the permission given to a carrier to use
the full range of airport infrastructure necessary to operate at a slot-controlled airport on a specific date and
time for the purpose of landing or take-off’’. Alternatively, the Regulation allows a Member State to
designate an airport as ‘‘schedule facilitated’’, i.e., “an airport where there is potential for congestion at
certain periods of the day, week or year which is amenable to resolution by voluntary cooperation between
air carriers and where a schedules facilitator has been appointed to facilitate the operations of air carriers
operating services or intending to operate services at that airport”.
The designation of a coordinated airport is followed by the appointment of a slot coordinator, which should
act in a transparent, independent, and non-discriminating manner. The coordinator determines the
‘‘declared airport capacity’’ and the associated ‘‘coordination parameters’’, such as the coordination time
interval. The declared capacity specifies the number of slots (i.e., scheduled movements) available for
allocation at an airport per unit of time. The coordination time interval is the unit of time (e.g., 5 min, 15
min, 60 min) used as the basis for capacity determination and slot allocation.
Slots are allocated in series. A series of slots is a set of five or more slots requested for the same time of
day and the same day of the week during a specific time period. The input to the slot allocation process is a
list of requests, each specifying an arrival or departure time (possibly both), a start and end date, and the
days of the week on which the request will operate. The declared capacity is rationed by the coordinator
according to three general priority classes: (i) requests with historical rights, (ii) requests with new entrant
status, and (iii) remaining requests. Within each class, additional sub-criteria may apply [IAT12]. The
objective is to allocate requests as close as possible to their requested time. First, each request with
historical rights (the so-called ‘‘grandfather rights’’) is allocated to the corresponding slot, provided that the
slot was used over 80% of the time during the previous equivalent season (“80-20” or ‘‘use-it-or-lose-it’’
rule)1. Half of the remaining slots are reserved for new entrants, i.e., airlines with limited presence at the
airport on a specific day, slot, and route. Unassigned requests are assigned to the remaining slots, and all the
allocated slots become ‘‘grandfathered’’ for the next season. The coordinator must recognise claims for
1

The “use it or lose it” rule was temporarily suspended (so-called waiver) following the events of 11 September 2001, and on the
occasion of the Iraq war and the SARS epidemic in 2003. Due to the intensity of the economic crisis and its impact on air carriers, the
“use it or lose it” rule was again suspended temporarily in 2009. Regulation (EC) No 545/2009, adopted on 18 June 2009, allowed air
carriers to keep the same slots for the summer season of 2010 as attributed to them for the summer season of 2009.
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‘‘grandfather rights’’, monitor the usage of slots, and withdraw slots that have not been sufficiently or
efficiently used according to the ‘‘use-it-or-lose-it’’ rule.
The slots allocated to an airline may be exchanged for slots held by another airline, providing airlines with
some flexibility to match slots and routes. Under the current Regulation, the transfer of slots is permitted
only on a one-for-one, non-monetary basis. This often involves the exchange of a valuable slot for a “junk
slot” late in the evening or in the early afternoon, which is not particularly useful. Following the trade, the
“junk slot” is returned to the pool. In practice, a market in airport slots (in the form of secondary trading) has
been in operation at UK airports for some time, as the Commission recognised in 2008 [Com08], and there
are well-known cases of slots at London Heathrow that have been traded for high prices.
Slot allocation is performed twice per year, for the summer and winter scheduling periods. The main
instrument of the IATA system is the organisation of biannual, international scheduling conferences with the
participation of slot coordinators, airport representatives, and airline delegates. Before these meetings,
airlines submit their (confidential) slot requests to the coordinator. The coordinator applies then the rules
and priority classes to prepare a draft proposal compiling airlines’ preferences. During the conference, initial
allocation proposals are discussed to establish a consensus on the allocation of slots for the next scheduling
season. The after conference activity involves bilateral negotiations among airlines with the aim to establish
mutually beneficial exchanges of slots. The airport coordinator is responsible for confirming the operational
feasibility and legal validity of slot exchanges.
There are currently 89 fully coordinated airports in countries where the Slot Regulation applies (the EEA plus
Switzerland). Of these airports, 62 are coordinated year-round, and 27 are coordinated seasonally [Com11b].

2.2 Shortcomings and limitations of the current system
During the last decade, there has been a significant research effort focused on the development of
optimisation models implementing the IATA slot allocation regime and its version of the EU regulation
[Zog11]. However, the existing EU/IATA rules have been proven insufficient to cope with the gap between
capacity and traffic, and several studies commissioned by the EC [NER04, Mot06, Ste11a] have concluded
that the efficient use of airport capacity in Europe is hindered by a number of problems:


the transparency of slot information could be improved;



in some countries, the system could be interpreted to limit the independence of the coordinator;



slot allocation is not consistent with an economically efficient use of capacity. A major drawback is the
loss of efficiency due to grandfather rights: the use-it-or-lose-it rule induces airlines to underutilise
capacity to retain the slots, prevent the entry of lower cost competitors and avoid losing pricing power
[Har07], which produces strong entrance barriers for potential competitors [Dot01, Mal03, Sta98];



a significant percentage of the allocated slots are not used. At some airports, the late return of slots
and overbidding reduce the capacity that can be effectively used;



the mobility of slots is low. The fact that the transfer of slots is permitted only in a limited number of
cases narrows the ability of airlines to adapt their slots to their scheduling needs;

© ACCESS Consortium
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to compete effectively with the dominant carrier at a given airport, a new entrant needs to build up a
sustainable slot portfolio. Under the current rules, airlines quickly fall outside the definition of 'new
entrant', which obstructs the growth of efficient competition;



there is a lack of consistency between slots and flight plans.

To address these problems, as part of the Airport package adopted on 1st December 2011, the EC launched
a proposal aimed at improving the use of scarce capacity at busy airports [Com11b]. The new proposal:


increases the level of transparency on slots transactions;



defines stricter criteria for the independence of the coordinators with respect to interested parties;



asks for enhanced cooperation between the coordinators (e.g., for the development of common slot
allocation software);



opens the door to the future creation of a European coordinator responsible for slot allocation at all
EU airports;



allows airlines to trade slots with each other at airports anywhere in the EU in a transparent way;



reforms the rules designed to help new entrants access the market at congested airports;



tightens the rules to demonstrate that airlines have used their slots sufficiently during the season; and



advocates the integration of slot allocation with the Single European Sky initiative, by associating the
European Network Manager with the slot allocation process.

© ACCESS Consortium
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3. Market-based mechanisms for slot allocation
An efficient mechanism should allocate slots to those airlines which value them the most. The introduction
of market-based mechanisms for the use of airport slots is expected to bring appropriate incentives that will
positively influence the behaviour of players in the market (airlines) so that the available scarce capacity is
used by those airlines able to make best economic use of it. Different consultations launched by the EC in
2010, published in [Ste11b], show that airlines are in general satisfied with the functioning of the current
Regulation, while airports and, to a lesser extent, slot coordinators and Member States, see more need for
change.
Several authors have investigated the opportunity of implementing auction mechanisms for managing slots,
following the current practice at some US airports [Cra07, Fuk10, Kle96, Mal03, Sen03, Sta98, Ver10]. Madas
and Zografos [MZ06] make an interesting qualitative analysis of different possible approaches, characterised
by an increasing level of differentiation with respect to the current mechanism. At one extreme, grandfather
rights are combined with administrative coordination. At the other extreme, grandfather rights are entirely
abandoned and the slot allocation is based on decentralised auctions. The intermediate strategies are
characterised by different combinations of grandfather rights, central coordination and free market.
Recent studies have tackled primary slot auctioning and secondary slot trading, delivering promising results.
Castelli, Pellegrini and Pesenti [Cas12] carry out a quantitative analysis of the economic impact of
grandfather rights by comparing airlines’ costs when these rights are either enforced or not. The study
proposes a primary slot allocation mechanism based on an integer programming model and performs
experimental tests on simulated air traffic demand over a portion of Europe. The results show that the
system disutility (i.e., the sum of the costs of the individual airlines due to the imbalance between demand
and capacity) is higher when grandfather rights are present, and suggest that it is possible to remove
grandfather rights without significantly penalising the airlines which own them, by introducing compensation
mechanisms for transferring the disutility of the system to each airline and redistributing among airlines the
surplus deriving from the elimination of grandfather rights. In [Pel12a], the same authors propose a
formalisation of secondary slot trading based on an individual rational and budget balanced combinatorial
slot exchange. The suggested market mechanism considers en-route sector capacities, showing that
solutions that appear optimal when neglecting airspace capacity can be infeasible when it is taken into
account. This result is aligned with the EC objective of improving the consistency between airport and ATFM
slots to allow the saving of costly delays on the day of operations. The study concludes that the proposed
combinatorial exchange offers a significant reduction of airline costs compared to current practice.

© ACCESS Consortium
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4. A computational economics approach
4.1 Auction theory
Auction theory is an applied branch of economics which deals with how people act in auction markets and
investigates the properties of those markets [Kle99]. There are many possible designs (or sets of rules) for an
auction, but they always satisfy two conditions: the auction may be used to sell any item, and the outcome
of the auction does not depend on the identity of the bidders. Most auctions have the feature that
participants submit bids. Standard auctions require that the winner of the auction is the participant with the
highest bid. A non-standard auction does not require this (e.g., a lottery).
Auctions can be classified according to different criteria. Combinatorial auctions are particularly interesting
for the slot allocation problem. A combinatorial auction is a multi-item auction in which bidders can bid for
any combinations or packages of the auctioned items, instead of bidding only for individual items.
Complementary items are those goods whose joint acquisition brings more utility for the buyer than in a
separate way. Combinatorial auctions solve a problem that buyers may suffer in sequential multi-item
auctions, known as “exposure risk” [Rot98], which is materialised when a bidder cannot win in all the
auctions of items which are complementary, thus not being able to extract the expected utility of other
assets already acquired. The main problem of combinatorial auctions is the determination of the
combination of bids that maximises auctioneer’s benefit. The problem admits a linear programming
formulation, but it is an NP-hard problem [Rot98], so finding a solution is neither easy nor quick. Its
resolution has been faced from several points of view, applying approaches such as genetic algorithms,
search taboo, backtracking, simulated annealing, etc.
Auctions have been studied from different perspectives [Ham19, Coa98, Rot07, Sho10]. Typical issues
studied by auction theorists include the efficiency of a given auction design, optimal and equilibrium bidding
strategies, and revenue comparison. Auction theory is also used to inform the design of real-world auctions.
The applications cover a variety of domains, such as manufacturing process control, resource management,
privatisation of public sector companies, or allocation of the electromagnetic spectrum, among others.

4.2 Agent-based modelling and simulation
Agent-based modelling (ABM) has achieved great influence in the last years in fields like sociology [Con97,
Gil95, Gil99, Sul00, Lop04], political science [Axe97, Joh99], economy [Art97, Tes02, Lop04], biology [Res97,
Bau09], anthropology [Wol03, Lan03] or natural resources management and ecology [Bou04, Har04, Lan03,
Gal09]. Generally, an agent-based model is a computer model consisting of a number of software objects,
the agents, interacting within a virtual environment [Fer99]. The agents, which often have a one-to-one
correspondence with the real world actors [Lop01], have a degree of autonomy, react to and act on their
environment and on other agents, and have goals that they aim to satisfy. ABM allows the observation of the
emergent behaviour arising from agents’ interactions in a bottom-up process [Mos99], combining formality
and rigour while minimising disadvantages such as strong hypothesis dependency [Lop04]. Despite the fact
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that agents are assigned an individual behaviour pattern, the resulting social behaviour is seldom a simple
and predictable consequence of the individual patterns. An example is Schelling’s segregation model
[Sch78], considered by many as the first agent-based model, which shows how decisions made at the
microscopic level evolve up to recognisable patterns at the macroscopic level [You98]. Recent papers in
outstanding economics and scientific journals [Eco10, Far09] claim that economists should adopt ABM as the
best way to improve their models.
Agent-based modelling constitutes a particularly suitable approach to represent and simulate a
combinatorial auction market [Fue11, Her00, Pos08, Pos09]. Examples of this approach are applications for
firms and governmental agencies [Abd05, Rot05]; radio spectrum auctions [Ton09, Hof10]; electricity
markets [Nic01]; or management of multi-project environments [Ara10]. In the case of airport slot allocation,
the complexity of the combinatorial assignment problems underlying primary slot auctioning and secondary
slot trading makes agent-based computational economics a suitable framework to undertake a rigorous and
formal study of different alternatives for market design, allowing the exploration of features — such as
bounded rationality, evolutionary behaviour or asymmetry of information — that are not properly captured
by classical approaches from economics and operations research.

© ACCESS Consortium
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5. The ACCESS project
ACCESS (www.access-sesar.eu) is a research project within SESAR WPE Long Term and Innovative Research
which addresses the problem of airport slot allocation from the perspective of complex adaptive systems.
The project is conducted by a Consortium composed by Nommon (Project Coordinator), ALG-Europraxis, the
Social Systems Engineering Centre of the University of Valladolid (INSISOC), and the University of Trieste, and
is co-financed by EUROCONTROL acting on behalf of the SESAR Joint Undertaking and the European Union.

5.1 Project objectives
ACCESS pursues the following objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

perform a quantitative analysis of the improvement margin of the current airport slot allocation
system;
review different market-based mechanisms used in other sectors, and analyse whether they could be
suitable to tackle the problem of strategic airport capacity allocation;
formalise the mechanisms retained as a result of the previous analysis;
develop a theoretical framework for the evaluation of slot allocation mechanisms, with the aim to
assess their impact on network performance and the costs and benefits for the involved stakeholders;
develop a software tool implementing the theoretical framework and allowing the testing of the
proposed market-based mechanisms. The tool will encompass a simulation model and a data analysis
module allowing the interaction with the simulation results and facilitating their interpretation;
provide an assessment of the proposed market-based mechanisms at European level, identifying the
main levers and barriers for their implementation; and
propose a roadmap for the implementation of the most beneficial solutions.

5.2 Approach
The project will first analyse the current mechanisms for slot allocation in Europe, identifying the
inefficiencies and the potential for improvement, and will characterise the roles, responsibilities, goals and
strategies of the different actors involved, with a view to understand their expectations and devise the right
incentives to influence their behaviour. The design principles and the practical experience with auctionbased mechanisms in other sectors will be reviewed, which will serve as a basis to formalise different
possible designs for market approaches to airport slot allocation, as well as to define a set of criteria against
which such market designs should be evaluated and compared. We will then build a test environment which
will include a stylised model of the air transport network and the behavioural models of the agents playing a
relevant role in slot allocation: a pilot model will be first developed, with a view to elucidate the cause-effect
relationships between the model elements and the emerging patterns; then, a complete model of the ECAC
area will be built. We will also develop visual analytics tools with the purpose of facilitating the interaction
between the modellers and the ATM stakeholders in a way which can better support policy discussions.
Finally, ACCESS will define a number of relevant scenarios and will make use of the newly developed models
© ACCESS Consortium
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and tools to assess the impact of the proposed market-based mechanisms. The pilot model will be used to
undertake a theoretical study of the full range of proposed solutions, which will lead to the selection of a
reduced number of market designs whose implementation and impact at European level will be evaluated by
making use of the ECAC simulation model. ACCESS will also aim at facilitating the uptake of those
mechanisms identified as beneficial, by working in close collaboration with academic, industrial and
regulatory bodies to outline an implementation roadmap.

5.3 Target outcomes and expected impact
Scientific impact
ACCESS aims at providing an enhanced understanding of different effects which, as of today, are not totally
well understood:


Grandfather rights have led legacy airlines to optimise the exploitation of their most valuable slots.
The removal of grandfather rights may lead to the displacement of the flight departure and/or arrival
times. ACCESS will help grasp the implications of this effect for airline revenues and costs.



The problem of how a slot allocation mechanism affects the whole schedule planning, from airline
routes and flight schedules to pricing decisions, is expected to have unmanageable size and a level of
complexity beyond the state-of-the-art [CPP12]. ACCESS will provide a first exploratory analysis of this
problem at a simplified level.



ACCESS will model the interdependence of slots at the origin and destination airports. So far most
studies have considered airports as independent of one another, neglecting that, for each flight, an
airline needs a feasible combination of slots at the origin and destination airports. ACCESS will extend
the work of the few studies that have formally considered this interdependence, such as the
pioneering work of Rassenti at al. [Ras82] and, more recently, the work of Pellegrini at al. [Pel12b].



The modelling work done so far considers fixed cost functions and aircraft speeds. ACCESS will analyse
the effect of relaxing these two assumptions.



Current models assume perfectly rational behaviour of the agents. ACCESS will relax this assumption
to explore the effects of bounded rationality and evolutionary behaviour.



ACCESS will deliver a first assessment of the role of the Network manager and the so-called network
airports, which will enter into the problem of slot allocation as a result of the recent EC proposal for
the revision of slot allocation rules [Com11b].



The theoretical framework developed by ACCESS can also contribute to advance in the resolution of
other ATM problems, e.g. a similar modelling approach could be applied to ATFM slot trading.

Impact on policy, technology and competitiveness
ACCESS will support the development of the EU Slot Regulation by informing the design of mechanisms to
improve the use of airport capacity. Regulation 691/2010 will impose demanding capacity and efficiency
targets to Airport Operators, requiring new strategies for the allocation of limited resources. Due to the
complexity of the problem, characterised by many interacting actors with different business models, time
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scales and constraints, extensive simulations and analysis are needed to produce sufficient evidence
supporting the choice of a specific mechanism and ensuring the buy-in of all the stakeholders. ACCESS will
contribute to this goal, not only by supporting the implementation of the regulation, but also by setting the
basis for the development of decision support tools for airlines to choose their optimal strategies.

Relevance to SESAR
The 4D Business Trajectory is one of the main pillars of the SESAR Concept of Operations. According to the
SESAR ConOps, the Business Trajectory evolves out of a collaborative layered planning process involving all
the stakeholders concerned and is embodied in three main instantiations [Ses12]:


the Business Development Trajectory (BDT), which is internally defined by the Airspace Users based on
their business strategy and the resulting flight programme for each season. This in turn is constrained
by the availability of aircraft and flight crew resources;



the Shared Business Trajectory (SBT), which is published by the Airspace User prior to flight execution
for collaborative planning purposes. The refinement of the SBT is an iterative process. The final form
of the SBT becomes the Reference Business Trajectory;



the Reference Business Trajectory (RBT), which is the latest instantiation of the SBT. It is the trajectory
that the Airspace User agrees to fly and that the ANSP and Airport agree to facilitate.

The mechanisms implementing the ‘collaborative layered planning process’ for the elaboration of the SBT
mentioned in [Ses07] have not yet been defined by the SESAR projects under the current development
phase. However, it is foreseen that Collaborative Decision Making (CDM) principles will apply to the entire
trajectory management process to plan, agree, update and revise the Business Trajectory [Ses12].
The departure and arrival slots at coordinated airports constitute an early definition of the 4D trajectory.
Therefore they are fundamental elements in the process of trajectory management since its earliest stage.
The request for slots from Airspace Users is directly dependent on their business strategy, and the successive
phases of airport slot assignment through IATA conferences already constitute a collaborative planning
process involving Airspace Users and Airport Operators during the strategic phase of flight planning. The
collaborative planning advocated by SESAR is likely to rely on an integrated system for Airspace Users to
request and exchange slots, in accordance with the European Regulation. Hence, it is of the utmost
importance to ensure the consistency of the principles and rules for slot assignment with the trajectory
management concept and its overall objectives of efficiency, flexibility, equity and participation. On the one
hand, the Airspace Users ask for an ATM system that is able to flexibly adapt to the actual conditions of the
network and to the availability of flight resources, which implies that the trajectory should be available for
modifications and amendments to optimally respond to user needs. On the other hand, a certain level of
stability and predictability is required to allow the appropriate planning and synchronisation of different
stakeholders’ schedules, which will require limitations on the changes in the trajectory.
These needs call for a structured and well-designed process for trajectory management, whose first stage
lies exactly at the assignment of airport slots. Since airport slots determine the solution space for the
subsequent trajectory negotiation process, the design of the airport slot allocation mechanisms is of
paramount importance for SESAR, in particular for the strategic objective of achieving a full integration of
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airports into the ATM network and ensuring a seamless process through CDM. The improved consistency
between airport slots and flight plans is one of the operational improvements included in the SESAR Master
Plan (OI DCB-0301), yet the research effort of the SESAR mainstream programme is focused on the
mechanisms to be put in place from the short term planning phase up to the execution phase to
accommodate the demand. The subject of airport slots is only directly addressed in the Airport Detailed
Operational Description [Ses11], as a responsibility of Airport Operators:


during the long-term planning phase, to prepare allocation of airport slots;



during all phases of flights, to facilitate operations by negotiating the allocation of airport slots with
the Airspace Users and defining the airport slot allocation plan;



during flight execution, to improve consistency on a daily basis by monitoring the utilisation of airport
slots by the Airspace Users and ensuring convergence between airport slots and ATFM slots.

Apart from this mention, airport slot assignment is a side issue in SESAR operational and system projects.
ACCESS is intended to fill this gap, thus contributing to the achievement of two of the strategic business
needs of SESAR: Airport Integration and Throughput (i.e., a full integration of airports into the ATM
network), and Network Collaborative Management.
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